sigridur thorgeirsdottir
baubo: laughter, eroticism and science to come

baubo, a figure from the demeterstory in the Homeric Hymns, has a prominent role
in the second preface to nietzsche’s Gay Science. laughter and jokes are at the heart
of the story of baubo. the joking and the laughter it evokes are obvious and enigmatic
at the same time. this laughter echoes for one nietzsche’s own subversive laughing at
foundationalist morals and theories of truth, but interpreters of baubo’s ‚performance‘
have underlined this function of her as a symbolic figure in the preface. this woman il
lustrates furthermore the gay or joyous science nietzsche hopes and calls for, a science
that is aware of the interpretative character of scientific ‚truths‘, and a science that creates
truths that affirm life and elevate culture in some way. baubo has also been brought into
relation with nietzsche’s philosophy of women, and for the most part her figure has rather
been seen as representing ideas about the feminine that are positive for women in contrast
to more misogynistic aspects of nietzsche’s reflections on women. one thing that has not
been given adequate attention in interpretations of baubo is the laughter. it is a laughter
that is both subversive and liberating, and such a laughter has been an important topic
for feminist readings of literary and philosophical texts. this is a laughter that opposes
ruling powers that repress the feminine and women. the following reading contributes to
showing how nietzsche’s philosophy offers material that is and has been of importance
for feminist thought. at the same time it also shows nietzsche’s ambivalent relation with
the feminine as represented in his notion of baubo. he takes the womanly seriously in so
far as it represents for him attributes that he deems invigorating for culture and creative,
philosophical thinking. he does not take women as political subjects with rights as seri







nietzsche also incorporates this passage about baubo in the final part of Nietzsche contra Wagner.
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